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Abstract 

The shaping ofa coast is the result of the interaction ofground and rnarine factors. 
To study the formation mechanism o.f the coast, it is necessOiJ! to study both the 
characteristics o.f the source from ,vhich the transported materials orig'inate, that is 
the rivers discharging in it, and the characteristics ofthe receiver of these materials. 
that is the coastal zone. The results ofsuch a stlidy contribute to the application ofa 
administrative action plan to this system. based on the principles of the integrated 
adn1inistration and the viable evolution. 
In this work the dynamics that shapes the coast ofAg. Varvaro are examined. To this 
purpose, both the natural supply mechanism of the Ag. Varvaro's coastal zone with 
materials from the Voulgaris river and the settlement mechanism of these materials 
are under investigation. The most significal1l factors influencing the characteristics 
of the Voulgaris river - which is the rnain materials supplier of the Coast - and 
shaping the evolution of the Ag. Varvaro's coatal zone, are the catchment area as 
H/ell as the interactions taking place in it, the type and the quantity of Ihe transported 
material, (geological factor), the tectonic movements i/?/1ueneing the shaping of the 
area, andfinally the climatic conditions. 
The geomorphologic-morphoteetonic mla~ysis !70ints to the fact that, while there is 
substantial supply of material to the river bed, ani)' a small percentage of that is 
being transported to the coast. This is attributing to the dilninished transportation 
capability ofthe river. Other factors contributing to this are the longer than expected 
length of the river bed, its smal! slopes, on the low rainfall level in the area. 
Key words: tramported materials, Voulgaris river, Ag. Varvara coast, Lesvos, 
Greece. 
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bIO.XElpIOTIIW!J axeJ[ov Opo.a'le; TOV avaT17,uaroe; avrav, OT'IPI(OjlEVO aTlS- apxfe; rrle; 
OJcOKA'IPO),utvrIC; (5wXdpw7]e; KW rw /lIW(Jl,U'Ir; OVo.mV!:rle;· 
Irl7v 7WpOVao. E:pyaaia jlr::Jcero.wI 17 OVVo.fllK.r; 7COli OWjlOP<jJWVE:l rrlv wm, rile; Ay. 
Bo.p/lo.pae;, rIO ro mW7ro cwro blEpwwirw o.rpE:VOe: ° <jJl)(JIKOe; ,u'lXOoVI(JjlOC; rporpoboa[m; 
r'le; 7ra.po.KTlo.r; (cuvrlr; rrle; AI" BOop/lo.par;, jlE: VAlKO (J.7rO rov 7roro.jlOXE:~uappo Bovk;apll 
IWI wpE:rfpov 0 f.I'Ixa.Vl(JpOe; (511;vBf:t!7u'Ir; roo O),IICO/) aoTOv. 01 u'7J.WVTlKOrE:POl 
7rOpo.YOVrE:e; 7rOV l::rrrIPEo.(oVV To. X(J.poKrrypwrlKri rov rrOrajlOXE~UOoPPOV BovAyap17 -0 
07ro[0e; E:[VW KW 0 KUplOe; rp0qJodorrye; rrye; wmje; fie vJcuco- KW oJO,uoprpwvovv r'lv 
E:!:i:AI!:rl rl7e: 7rapo.ICTlw:; (OVI7e; ule; Ay. Bap/l6.pOoe;, [[VOl To. yew,ucrpIKa. xapOKr'lPIOTIXo. 
r'le; Jcf:Ko.vr;c; (J.7r0PP0l7e; KW rov v6pOyp(J.qJ1KOU OllcrVOV, TO E:i6oc; KW rl 7roaorryw roo 
V)..lKOU 7rOV W::wqJCpErW (yE:WAOyiK.Oe; 7rapo.yovwe;), 01 rE:KWVIK(;r; lC1VI7(JW; 7r00 
E:7f/7PEo.(OVV TO av6:yJcvqJo Tl7e; 7rE:PIOXIlc; IWI rCAOe; 01 K),ljlOTlKOi 7rap6.yovrE:r;. 
A7ro rryv YW),uOpq)OAOY1KI7-jlOp<jJorEKWVll(r;-I('1f.!(J.yoAOYIKr; ovriAVCJ17 lfpOKVrrT&'1 ()!l E:VCU 
V7ro.PXCI ,1.IE:yriAI7 lfpou<jJOPo. VJ..IKOU OTI71' KOIrf/, fIllCP() l'0VO 7roaomo ovrou JIEwrpiperw 
mJ7v oK0, AVTo orpdAeTw aTf/ ,uE:1W,utVI7 ,uerwpoplK1lKa.VOUIW YOV lCOWjlOV. I 'avr6 
uVVTt:AE:i YO w:yaA1JTE:pO alCD TO (1Vo.,uE:VO,LIE:VO f/llKOC; ,rle; KofTl7e; YOV lCOWjlOU, 01,LI1Kpie; 
KAfaw; Tl7e; KW 01 eM.paTE:r; /lpoXOlUWaE:lr; lcOO lftqJWVV (TellV 7r[pLOm, 
Ai~f:lC; Id.w5ui: ,uewqJE:PJ;E;va VAlKO., lCOWJIOe; Bou},YOoprle;, OM!; Ay. Ba.p/l6.por;, 
A f:a/loe;, DMoa. 

1. Introduction 

The Voulgaris river flows in the western region of the island of Lesvos. It's catchment area is 
81.81 Km2 and the river's main stream has a length of 14 Km. The drainage network is of the [lfth 
order according to Horton and it has a dendritic and radial pattern. Noteworthy are the drainage 
network's asymmetry and its dislocation towards the west (Fig. 1). The river Voulgaris flows into 
the coast of Ag, Varvara, which has an E-W direction and a length of about 1 Km, East of the 
coast of Ag. Varvara lies the gulf of Gavatha and to its west the cape of Paleokastro. 
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'Figure 1 - Drainage network lIlap of the Voulgaris river's basin Ψηφιακή Βιβλιοθήκη Θεόφραστος - Τμήμα Γεωλογίας. Α.Π.Θ.



The highest altitude (700 m) at the catchment area of the Voulgaris river as well as the steepest dip 
of the relief (20 %) are found at the south-east end of the basin where a dense drainage network as 
well as strong and in depth erosion are present (Fig. 3). The mean dip of the catchment area is 
about 8 %. 
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Figure 2 - Morphological section along the Voulgaris river 
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Figure 3 - Transverse and longitudinal morphological sections of the Voulgaris river's 
catchment area 
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According to the geological maps of scale 1:50,000 (Hecht 1972, 1975), to Katsikathos el a1. 
(1982, 1986) and Pe-Piper (1978), the area under investigation mainly consists of the recent 
volcanic sequence which in tum consists of alkaline basaltic effusions of lower Pliocene age, as 
well as of quartemary depositions. In some places, acid pyroclastic materials (ignimbrites, 
rhyolites etc) of the lower volcanic sequence are present. These fonnations found in the structure 
of the area under investigation generally belong to those which are easily eroded. In general, 
Lesvos is characterized by the presence of a mantle of rock-waste generally having considerable 
thickness and spreading on top of greatly fragmented rocks, which favour the formation of an 
abundant drainage network. This creates favourable conditions for extensive erosion and the 
production of transported materials accnmulated on the lower parts of the slopes and drifted by the 
river (Alexonli-Livaditi et a1. 2002). Three main fault systems are also remarked: one in NE-SW 
direction, which is the main cracks direction, one in NW-SE direction across which the longest 
cracks length is found, and finally one in N-S direction (Katsikatsos et af. 1982). 

The westem region of Lesvos belongs to the climatic type of semi-dry with low rainfall level 
during the winter and potential evapotranspiration between 855 and 995mm (Karras 1973) 

From the meteorological data of the Hellenic National Meteorological Service station (the rainfall 
data are for the period 1969-1989 and those for the wind for the period 1955-1997) it appears that 
the summer in the island is hot and very dly while the winter is mild. There is a small surplus of 
water during the winter and during the rainy period streams are fOlmed which supply the coasts 
with quantities of sediments. The average yearly rainfall for the period 1968-1989 was 657.7 mm, 
while the month with the highest rainfall was JanualY (133.3 mm) followed by December (117.2 
rum), February (96.8 mm), and March (80.3 mm). The months with the lowest rainfall were 
August (2.7 mm) and July (3.0 mm). The winds more frequently present during the whole year are 
the north winds (25.23 %) especially during the months of July and August. They are followed by 
the NW winds (13.35 %), the south winds (11.22 %) and finally the NE winds (9.80 %). There is 
also a considerable amount of calmness (15.17 %). The winds are generally mild, with a force of 
2-4 Beaufort. 22 % of the winds have a force of 2 Beaufort followed by those of 4 Beaufort (21,4 
%) and 3 Beaufort (20,9 %) (Fig. I). The area under investigation is affected, due to its geographic 
position, by the waves created by the N-NW and west winds. 

2. Methodology 

For the present study, geomorphologic and geologic observations were carried out in the 
investigated area, while 19 samples collected across the coastline and three more from the river 
bed close to the river mouth. Laboratory analysis was carried out on all samples, like grain-size 
analysis, separation of light and heavy minerals in the 2-3 cD fractions and definition of the 
mineralogical phases. This was followed by geomorphological analysis of the drainage network 
and the catchment area of the Voulgaris river during which data were collected, a data base was 
created, the data were processed and maps were constructed with the use of Geograph ic 
InfOlmation Systems (G.l.S). The quantitative analysis of the drainage network was done next, 
including: a) the calculation of the «bifurcation ratio», according to Horton 1945. The stream 
ordering of the drainage network has been done according to Strahler's (1957), b) the calculation 
of the «length ratim), according to Horton 1945, c) the calculation of the deviations of the real 
number and the real length of streams from the corresponding ideal values (Horton 1945), and d) 
the calculation of the «hypsometric integra!» and «hypsometric curve», a parameter that expresses 
the denudation stage of a catchment area (Strahler 1952). The «hypsometric curve» shows in a 
simple way the distribution of the relief mass inside the basin. 

During the geomorphological analysis, the directions of the streams per order as well as the faults 
were counted while rose diagrams were constructed and the "asymmetry factor" AF according to 
Hare and Gardner (1985) and the "transverse topographic symmetry factor", T, according to Cox 
(1994) were both calculated. 
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The geomorphologic analysis studies the evolution of the catchment area of the Voulgaris river, 
the area where the weathering - erosion processes take place, resulting in materials transporting to 
the coast. For this reason, the parameters which form and influence the extent of the area and its 
morphology are calculated, as these data are necessary in order to study the mechanism supplying 
the coast of Ag. Varvara with materials. Thc morphotectonjc structure of the catchment area is 
also examined as it is associated with erosion and deposition processes. 

3.1. Quantitative analysis of the drainage network 

The quantitative analysis of the drainage network was performed using the classic method by 
Horton (1945) and Strahler (1957). The drainage network of the river Voulgaris is of the 5th order 
and it includes 352 streams of the first order, 80 of the second, 18 of the third and 6 of the fourth 
order. At this stage, the quantitative analysis, as it was already mentioned, includes the calculation 
of the bifurcation ratio, the streams length ratio, and the percentage deviation of the real values of 
the number of streams from the ideal ones. 

According to Shreve ([ 966) and Leopold and Langbein (1962), when the mean value of the 
bifurcation ratio (Re) of a drainage network is equal to the "theoretical" bifurcation ratio 
(Ro.TH=A,OO) then, the drainage network is a dynamically balanced one, where the erosion, 
transportation and deposition processes alternate. For the drainage network under investigation, the 
mean value of the bifurcation ratio is R~ =4,46 (Table I), a value which is higher than the 
"theoretical" one, meaning that the drainage network is in an unstable dynamically balanced state. 
This is due to the elevation of the relief attributed to the neotectonic processes taking place in the 
greater area under investigation, which may be amplified by a possible turgidity resulting from 
volcanic action. 

The above are confirmed by the bifurcation ratio's value of the lower orders streams (RBC1 /2)=4,40), 
which is higher than the value of the "theoretical" ratio, as well as by the even higher value or the 
higher orders ones (Re(415)=6,00). It must be noted that the fonner value is more related to the 
erosion processes, while the latter value mainly to the deposition hut also to the transportation 
ones. The transportation processes mainly take place during t100ding phenomena when at the same 
time the drainage of solid materials increases, an observation ascertained on the spot. Similar 
opinions are also expressed by Lykoudi and Zan'is (2004). 

Table 1- Bifurcation ratio (Ra) and Length ratio (RL) 

Stream order Bifurcation ratio (RB) Length ratio (Rd 

lSI - -
2 old Rfl(1/2) =4.40 RL(2/1} =1.63 

~rd 
.J R e(2/3) =4.44 RL(3/2) =2.11 

4 1h R B(3/4) =3.00 RL(4/3) =1.83 

5 lh R B(4/5) =6.00 RL(5/4) =6.37 

Mean value R B =4.46 RL =1.86 

Another morphometric parameter, investigated in the present study, is the length ratio and in 
particular the one concerning the main river bed (stream of the 5th order) over the streams of the 
immediately lower order. This is hecause, as it is already mentioned, there are two processes 
taking place on the Voulgaris' main river bed, those of transpOltation and deposition. The length 
ratio of the higher order streams of the drainage network under investigation has a high value 
(RL(5/4)=6,37) (Tahle I). This is due to the long stretch of the stream of the 5th order to which the 4th 
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order streams merge, with the latter having a satisfactory stretch. Therefore, the main river bed 
receives significant quantities of transpoJ1ed materials, and because of the long stretch of the river 
bed these materials are mai nly deposited and transported during intense flooding phenomena. 

Table 2 shows the deviations, in percentage, of tbe real values of the number of streams from lhe 
ideal values of the Voulgaris River. The small but negative deviation values shoy'," that only a small 
number and streams length is needed [or the total real number of streams to reach the ideal values. 
This means that the drainage network did nol have the time to develop the necessary number of 
streams with their corresponding length allowing the normal drainage of the catchment areas. As it 
is already mentioned, this is due to reformation of the drainage network from intense neotectonic 
actions together with a possible turgidity of the area due to volcanic action resulting in a deep 
erosion of the river's stream. It is also noted that the deviation value of the 4iil order number is 
positive and relatively high. This shows that tbe 4 th order streams are greater in number than the 
ideal stream number but they have an almost ideal length as indicated by the small deviation of the 
length value (Table 2). Consequently, the streams of this order, because of the higher number, can 
transport big quantities of transpol1ed materials to the river bed. Finally, it is noticed that the 
VOlllgaris river bed has a length almost oyer than double that of the ideal one (length deviation of 
the 5 th order stream=237.13 %), meaning that the river bed is able to receive a significant quantity 
of transported materials. As explained in chapter 3.2. the big length of the river bed results from its 
sh ift towards the west, especially of the central pari, hence the increase of its course (Fig. 3). 

Table 2 - Deviation of the ,-eal number, stream lengths from the ideal ones (%) 

Stream order Stream number Mean stream length 

I til -11.13 0.00 
2 III -9.89 -12.20 
lrd -9.55 -0.13 
4 rd 3450 -1.68 

5 rd 0.00 237.13 

In Figure 4, the "hypsometric integral" (HI) of the Voulgaris river's catchment area is shown, 
indicating the denudation stage of the basin. From the shape of the curve, it is concluded that 
material is transpol1ed from the top of the basin (position A) and deposited towards the bottom of 
it, more at: position B and less at position C, while even less is transported to the coast (position 
D). This means that the basin is still capable of transportiug materials to the coast since it is not in 
an advanced stage of denudation. 
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3.2. Morphotectonic analysis 

The morphotectonic analysis studies the influence of the endogenous forces (tectonic, volcanic) on 
the fonnation of the earth relief. Their influence is impressed on the form of the drainage network. 
In the framework of this study the morphotectonic analysis includes: a) the correlation of the 
streams directions per order with the directions of the faults in the greater area under investigation 
and b) the definition of the asymmetry factor (AF) and the symmetry factor (T) of the drainage 
network. 

The effect of the neo-tectonic action on the drainage network is noticeable, even at the present day, 
and it is confinned by the directions of the streams which follow those of the faults (NE-SW and 
NW-SE) (Fig. 5). Consequently, the active tectonic of the Voulgaris river's catchment area 
designates the course of the river, hence the erosion and deposition processes taking place in the 
basin. These directions indicate that the drainage network is controlled mostly by the neo-tectonic 
action of the faults with directions NE-SW, and NW-SE (Alexouli-Livaditi and Lykoudi 2002). 
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Figure 5 - Rose diagrams for all the orders streams of the of the Voulgaris' river drainage 
network, as well as the faults' rose diagram of the island of Lesvos 
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Figure 5 - Asymmetry Factors ofthe Voulgaris river (Asymmetry factor (AF) (Hare and
 
Gardner 1985) and Tranverse Topographic Symmetry Factor (T) (Cox 1994)]
 

The single-slope structure of the catchment area of the Voulgaris river, calculated with the help of 
the asymmetry factor AF according to Hare and Gardner (1985) and the transverse symmetry 
factor T according to Cox (1994), indicates that the drainage network of the Voulgaris river is 
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expanded on a t.ectonically active area. A possible rotation of the block-faulting results in an 
asymmetric expansion of the drainage network, therefore in a shift. of the river bed towards the 
west, heuce in the increase of its length as it is confirmed (Fig. 4). This is confirmed by the rose 
diagrams too (Fig. 5). 

Table 3 - Asymmetry factor AF (Hare Gardner 1985), transverse symmetry factor T (Cox 
]994) and asymmetry direction 

Asymmetry 
Factor 
(AF) 

Transverse Topographic 
Symmetry Factor 

(T) 

Asymmetry 
Direction 

Voulgaris R. Basin 33.6% 0,51 2400 

4. Sedimentary analysis 

It is important to know the current. state of the coastal zone which is the final recipient of the 
river's transported materials, so that useful data for the mechanisms which disperse these materials 
can be derived. 

The sedimentary study of the Ag. Varvara coast includes grain-size and mineralogical analysis of 
the coast sediments. 

4.1. Evaluation of the results of the grain-size analysis 

Evaluating the results of the grain-size analysis it is concluded that the sediments of the Ag. 
Varvara coast have a sandy texture. Based on the «mean size» fluctuating between 0,967 and 
1,847 cD (mean value of the «mean size»=1,483 <D) (Table 4) and according to Folk (1974) the 
sediments of the Ag. Varvara coast belong to the lithological type of t.he medium-grain-size sand. 
From the grain-size analysis it is also ascertained that 56 % of the samples analyzed are 
characterized as well sorted and the remaining 44 % as moderately well sOlted (Table 5). 

According to Folk (1974) such grain-size data are indicative of an environment at a high 
hydrodynamic condition and poor supply of sediments. The N-NW and west strong winds 
blowing during the biggest part of the year in the area are responsible for high hydrodynamic 
energy, while the poor supply of sediments is linked to the low rainfall level and the petrologic 
structure of the rocks in the surrounding area, where the volcanic rocks are predominant. 

The classification of the analyzed samples according to their skewness (SKI) shows that 78 % of 
the sand samples exhibit near symmetric skewness and 22 % fine positive skewness. This means 
that the highest percentage of the sand sediments have normal distribution and only 22 % have a 
positive distribution, a fact denoting that only a small percentage of fine-grain-size material has 
been removed by waves and long shore currents from the sedimentation area (Spencer 1963). The 
kurtosis values of the granulous curve of the analyzed samples denote that their majority (67 %) is 
classified as mesokultic - that is the sorting of the sand sediments is good in all size classifications 
- and secondary platykurtic and leptokurtic. 

Typical accumulative curves of sand samples are presented in Figure 6. 

4.2. Mineralogical analysis 

The separation in light and heavy minerals done for fractions 2-3 <D of sand samples from the Ag. 
Varvara coast confirms that the coast sand is particularly rich in heavy minerals. The percentage 
«mean value» of the heavy minerals participation is 69.20 I % and this high percentage must be 
related to the fact that the Voulgaris river falls into the coast and deposits material, rich in heavy 
minerals, probably transported from distant areas. Much higher (93,833 %) is the percentage of the 
heavy minerals participation in samples taken from deep in the river bed. 
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Figure 6 - Representative accumulative curves of sand samples of Ag. Varvara coast 
(S=sample) 

Table 4 - The range and mean value of the mean size Mz standard deviation crt skewness SKI 
and kurtosis KG of the sand of Ag. Varvara coast 

Coast 

Mz 01 SKI KG 
Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean 

value value value value 
([) (D <D cD 

lAG VARVARA 0,967" Uoi47 1,483 O,J 1l ' 0,593 OA53 -0,099 ' 0,113 0,023 0794  1.259 0,973 

Table 5 - Classification of the sand samples according to their standard deviation (01), the 
skewness (SKI) and to their kurtosis (KG), according to Folk (1974) 

coast AG, VARVARA 0/0 

°t 
SKI 

KG 

Well sorted 
IMode~atel;::~eii sorted 
Fine skewness

L,,,w,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, "" """"""",,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,, 

INear symmetrical skewness 

~!.i.l~y'~Ltr!jl:~I,I~Y~?, . 
~J~()~l~~i~._(;~lr~:~s. 
Leptokurtic curves 

56 
44 
22 

78 
22 
67 
11 

Table 6 - Quantitative composition in percentage of the sand samples of Ag. Varvara coast 
in light and heavy minerals at the fractions 2 - 3 CP 

Coast 
Light minerals heavy minerals 

range mean value range mean value 

!AG.VARVARA 0,000-100,000 30,799 0000-100,000 69,201 

R, VOULGARI 0,000-10,150 6,167 89,850-\00,000 93,833 
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The dominant heavy minerals are mainly magnetite, homblend, augite and biotite. The 
participation percentage of the magnetite fluctuates between 25 % and 60 %, while that of the 
hornblend is higher than 10 %. The minerals haematite and limonite participate at a lower 
percentage not higher than iO % and 5% respectively. 

The light minerals identified in the sand of the Ag. Varvara coast (Table 7) are plagioclase which 
are dominant (65 %), the quartz, participating with a significant percentage (i5 %-30 %), the K
feldspar with a small percentage between 1 % and 15 % and the clay minerals, illite, chlorite, and 
smectite, probably products from the weathering of the feldspars. 

All the identitled minerals are products from the erosion of the volcanic rocks (mainly rhyolites, 
dacites, andesites) in the surronnding area and therefore they renect their petrology. 

The high percentage of plagioclases in the sand of the Ag. Varvara coast, as well as the presence 
of feITomagnesian heavy minerals at a considerable percentage - that is minerals unstable during 
the erosion - characterizes the sand as an immature sediment from a mineralogical point of view. 
This means that the natural erosion plays a significant rote in the erosion or the minerals of the 
surrounding ground and thus the chemical processes needed Jor the formation of mature 
mineralogically sediments are restricted. This opinion is enhanced by the presence of a small 
percentage of the secondary clay-minerals iUite, chlorite and smectite. 

Table 7 - Qualitative mineralogical composition of sand samples of Ag. Vl1rvara coast 

Light mineral 

L..,"" 
N <:i'" 

~ 

'"Co .... "" c 
~ ."'::.:"" .... ....Coast .~L.., <,;:s'5'1> 

-
~ ~ -'= "" :::l :::I .<:: '" ;)0- ~ '" ~ U'" U 

++ ++++ + ++AG. VARVArCA 
++++ +[UVER VOULGARI
 

++++ [65 < %]
 * The number of the symbols -I- gives the approximately minerals content 
+++ [30-65%J 

in percentage at the fractions 2 - 3 (1l.++ [15-30 %J
 
-I- [1-15%J
 

5. Conclusions 
From the geomorphologic-morphotectonic analysis of the drainage network and the catchment 
area of the Voulgaris river, it is concluded that the drainage network is in an unstable dynamically 
balanced state, as indicated by the relatively high mean value of the bifurcation ratio. This is due to 
the elevation of the relief attributed to the neotectonic processes taking place in the greater area 
under investigation, which may be amplified by a possible turgidity resulting from volcanic action. 
The elevation of the relief, results in an in depth erosion of the lower order streams of the drainage 
network and the substantial supply of materials to the Voulgaris main river bed. This is indicated 
both by the high value of the bifurcation ratio and the length ratio of the higher orders streams 
(RO(41,)=6,OO & RL(5I4)=6,37) and also by the positive deviation value of the fourth order's number 
of streams (34,50 'Yo). It is also noted (hat Voulgaris river bed has a length wh ich is more than 
double than of the ideal one (length cleviation ofthe 5til order stream = 237,13 %), meaning that the 
river bed is able to receive a significant quantity of transp01ted materials. The big length of the 
river bed is due to its shift towards the west, especially the shift of the central part, hence the 
increase of its course. 

However, the shape of the hypsometric curve indicates that the catchment area is no( in an 
advanced denudation stage, since part of the materials from the top of the basin, ""here tbe supply 
is substantial due to intense erosion, is being transported and deposited on the bottom of the basin. 
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The percentage of the material being transported and deposited on the coast is even less. 
Therefore, the catchment area is still substantially capable in supplying material to the coast. The 
data from the sedimentmy analysis also point to the fact that the sullpy of materials to the coast is 
smalL 

Summarizing, it is concluded that although the supply of materials to the river bed is substantial, 
only a small percentage of that is transported to the coast. This is attributing to the diminished 
transportation capability of the river. Other factors contributing to this are the longer thau expected 
length of the river bed, its small slopes, an the low rainfall level in the area. 
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OlO.XelPUFWCOV aXF:(5fov opafYYfe; rov fYVfYTl7po.roe; o.vrov, aTI7PI(O,ueVO am; o.pxie; TlK 
oAodYfPOJjJ.tvYfe; OlOXciplUIJI; KW rYfe; (JIOJal,uYfC; o.Vo.7CWc;Yfe;. 
In/v no.povao. epyo.aia pc}.eraml 17 OVVo.lUKry nov oto.poprpOJvel Tl7 V o.Kr1/ rile; AI'. 
Bap(Jo.po.e;. nO. TO (J}(07f() o.vr6 olepcvv6.rm o.rpsw5e; ° rpValKOC; jJ.17xc/.vlajl()C; rpmpoooaia.e; 
rr/e; 7(o.paKrIo.e; (c!)VIJe; Tijc; Ay. Bo.p(Jo.po.e;, /If: V},IKO ano rov 7(Ow,uoXclpappo Bov).yap1l 
leal arpcrtpov 0 P'7XaVlUIIOC; OlwetnwYfC; rov VAIKOV o.vrov. 01 Oy/,uo.vuKorepOI 
7fo.pu.yovu:C; 7(OV Sl[17pea(ovv m XO-po.KrYfPlaT1KU. rov 7fOWPOXEijJ.0PPOV Bov)yo.py/ -0 
onOlOe; dva.l KW 0 KVPIOC; rporpo(5or17e; TY/C; OXTl7e; ,U[ OA1KO- KW OWjJ.oprp(UVOVV rr/v 
e(tJ.,;::y/ Tile; 7fap&xrwc; (OJVy/e; TI]c; AI'. Bap/3o.po.c;, cfvw ro. yeOJjIf:rpIKrl. XapmalJPlaTlKU. 
r'7e; }ccKaVY/C; a.7WPPOI7C; KW roo vopoyparpllcoli OIKWOV, TO dooc; KW Y/ 7(OaO"lW roo 
VAlKOl! nov w:wrptpewr (YCOJAOYIlCOC; 7Copayovwe;), 01 rcKWVIK(.;C; KlIl17aClC; 7(OV 
el[17pe6(ovll TO o.v6.ylorpo TIle; 7[CpIOX1/e; KOl d)oe; 01 KAljJ.o.nKoi lmpayovrce;. 
A7fo TY/V YE:OJPOprpOAO)J1K1/-!JoprpmeKTOl'IKry-I("y/paro)oYIKI7 o.va},VCl/7 7fpOKVlITel on [ve0 
VTrU.PXf:1 pey6J..Yf TrPOfYrpopu. O)IKOO an7v KOlrlJ, ,uIKPO !Jovo 7COaOaTO auTOv pc-ro.rpfpewl 
aT1/V OKTil. Auro orpcilewl art7 !J[lOJptVY/ jJ.emrpopIKry1KO-VOTYfW TOO nOmpOl). I'o-uro 
fYl)l'reAei TO jlE:yO,AVrcpo o.no TO aVO-jJ.E:vo!Jcvo 11l7KOe; Tl7e; KofTY/~- TOV nOWjL01), 01 jllKptC; 
dim:l!; Tl7e; KW 01 e).aXlaTU; /3poXOlITOJaE:lC; nov nf:rprovv CJT17V neplOxf;. 
Ai~E:l'; ,,2t:u)/(J.: W:mrpepjd:vo. U},IK6., nowj.loc; BovAyapY;r;, aKrf; AI'. Bap(J6.pac;, 
AE:o(Joc;, EM6oa.. 

Introduction 

e Voulgaris river flows in the western region of the island of Lesvos. It's catchment area is 
81 Km2 and the river's main stream has a length of 14 Km. The drainage network is of the fifth 
ler according to HOL10n and it has a dendritic and radial pattern. Noteworthy are the drainage 
work's asymmetry and its dislocation towards the west (Fig. I). The river Voulgaris flows into 
coast of Ag. Varvara, which has an E-W direction and a length of about 1 Km. East of the 

1st of Ag. Varvara lies the gulf or Gavatha and to its west the cape of Paleokastro. 

LEGEND 
1st order stream 

. ''. 2st order stream
': ~i 3st order stream 
" ' . ~ 4st order stream
IV 5st order stream 

Figure 1 - Drainage network map of the Voulgaris river's basin 
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